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Assuming charge invariance, relations between the cross sections for reactions involving 
four particles in the final state are derived under the condition of a resonance interaction in 
the three particle system. Resonances in the KK7T, K7T7T (or K7T7T) and KKK systems are 
considered. 

IT is well-known that the hypothesis of charge in
variance of the strong interactions leads to a whole 
series of relations between the cross sections for 
reactions going through various isotopic spin chan
nels. Many such relations have recently been ob
tained in a series of articles, and those in parti
cular which appear under the condition of a reso
nance interaction of the particles in the final state 
were investigated in detail. [i-3] The comparison 
of such relations with experiment enables us to 
determine, for example, the isotopic spin of the 
resonant state. 

In this connection, the isotopic spin analysis in 
the articles specified was carried out only under 
the assumption of a resonance interaction in a two 
particle system. However, as is known, reso
nances in the three 7T meson system were recently 
experimentally discovered, and it is expected that 
experimental investigations aimed at observing 
possible three-particle resonances in other ele
mentary particle systems (for example, K mesons 
and hyperons) will be undertaken in the next year. 
These resonant states may be observed in reac
tions involving four particles in the final state as 
certain "peaks" in the distribution of the effec
tive mass Q of the three particles. 

At the same time, it is of interest to perform 
an analysis of such reactions, starting from con
siderations of charge invariance of the strong in
teractions. The presence of a resonance interac
tion in a state with a definite value of the isotopic 
spin T of the system of particles leads to certain 
relations between the cross sections which, when 
compared with experiment, would enable us to de
termine the isotopic spin of a given three-particle 
resonant state. 

In the present article, we obtain a set of rela
tions between reaction cross sections under the 
condition of a resonance interaction in the systems 

KK7T, K7T7T (or K7T7T) and KKK. The investigation 
of the possibility of resonances in such systems is 
of great interest, since it would enable us to test 
[ 4 ,s] certain theoretical conjectures. 

In certain special cases, additional relations 
appear which correspond to the case when the in
teraction of two particles in a definite isotopic spin 
state dominates in the three-particle resonant 
state. A comparison of such relations with experi
mental data may turn out to be useful in connection 
with certain theoretical considerations about three
particle resonances. [S] 

We consider reactions of the type 

Jr + p --. N + K + I( + :rt, 

K- + p --. Y + K + K + n, 
:n:- + P __. y + K + :rt + :rt, 

+ -
K-- + p _, N + K (K) + :rt -1- :t, 

p + p _,I\+ K-i-n+ :rt. 

Here Y denotes a A or ~ hyperon. 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Selecting KK7T as the subsystem for reactions 
(1) and (2), and K7T7T as the subsystem for reactions 
(3)-(5), in the first case we obtain for the ampli
tudes of the processes 

A1 = :2;c(1., -i, T; /.3,~-)cll, ~, t; u, ~~ 
T-rt ' ' 

>; c (t, ~-' T; a-;-~. r) c (n1T; a+[:'. + r, q,)A/. (6) 

Here the C (jj'J; mm') are Clebsch-Gordan coef
ficients; ,\ and A.3 are the isospin and the third
component of the isospin of the 7T ( K) meson in 
the initial state; 17 and ry3 are the same quantities 
for the nucleon (hyperon) in the final state; a, {3, 
y are the third-components of the isospin of the 
7T, K, and K mesons, respectively; t is the total 
isospin of the 7T and R mesons, T is the same for 
the KK7T system, and T is the total isospin of the 
final or initial state. 
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A similar expression also occurs for the am
plitudes of reactions (3)-(5): 

M=:Lc(t., +.T; t.~, +)c(l,l,t;a,~) 
T7t 

XC (t, +, t; r1 -i- ~. r):c (tl']T; a+~+ y, l'J3)B?.(7) 

Here the notation is similar to that of the preced
ing case and does not require special explanation, 
with only this difference: in the final state the K 
meson is replaced by a rr meson. 

The amplitudes A ~T and BTl are functions of 
the momenta (and other variables) of the corre
sponding particles, and furthermore B[T is mul
tiplied by ( - 1) t upon inversion of the momenta of 
the rr mesons. Using (6) and (7), one can obtain 
the following relations for the case in which there 
is a resonance with isotopic spin T = 2 in the KKrr 
system: 

a (rep --> pl(+l(-n-) =a (n-p __, pl(01(0n-), 

a (n-p--" nl(0!(-n+) =a (:rep__, nK+K0n-), 

a (n-p _, pl(+l(-n-) :a (n-p _, pl(0!(-n°) 

:a (n-p - nl(0!(-n+) = 9 : '18 : 4, 

2cr (1(-p __, '2,+1(+1(-n-) = 2cr (1(-p -> '2,+!(0i(0:rc) 

= 2cr (1(-p . ._. '2,-!(+1(-;r+) = 2cr (1(-p__, '2,-l(o}(on+) 

(8) 

= (J (1(-p -> '2,+1(01(-nO) c= (J (1(-p --" '2,-l(+l('>no). (9) 

The presence in the KKrr system of resonances 
with isotopic spin T = 1 or T = 0 would lead to 
the second of relations (8); however, in case of a 
resonance with T = 0 reactions in which the charge 
of the KKrr system is not equal to zero would be 
strongly suppressed. As far as reactions (2) are 
concerned, the presence of resonances with T = 1 
and T = 0 would lead to the following relations: 

for T = 1 
a (K-p ~ Al(+K0 n-) =a (1(-p --> /\1(01(-n+), 

a (K-p __, '2,0J(+i(O:rc) =a (K-p __, >~ol(ol(-n+); (10) 

for T = 0, besides (10) 

2cr (K-p ~ Al(+l(-n°) ==a (K-p __, Al(0!(-n+). (11) 

We remark that relation (11) will also be fulfilled 
in that case when the reaction goes through a reso
nant state of the Krr system with isospin T = 1/2. 

If there is a resonance in the Krrrr system with 
isospin T = 5/2, then 

a (n-p __, '2,+J(+rr-:n:-): a (n-p __, '2,+/(0n°:n:-) : 

a (n-p __, '2,-l(+:n:-n+): 

a (n-p __, '1:,-!(0n°:n:+) == 2 : 8 : I : 2. (12) 

In the event of resonances in the Krrrr (or Krrrr) 
system with T = 3/2, we have 

rT (Kp __, pl(-:n:+:n:-) =a (K-p _ __, nK0:n:+:n:-), 

a (pp _, K' 1(-:n:+n-) =a (fJP ____, K"i(O:n:+:n:-), 

J8a (K'p ___, p/(0n°:rr~) =- 9a (K'p- · pi(':n:-n') 

+ 4o (l(+p -~ nl(0n' n+). (13) 

If it turns out that the isospin of the resonant 
state of the KKrr system is T = 1 or else T = 3/2 
or T = 1/2 for the Krrrr system, then, besides re
lations (8) -(13), additional equalities between the 
reaction cross sections emerge in certain limiting 
cases. It may turn out that not all resonant ampli
tudes will have the same order of magnitude, de
pending on different values of the lower index (for 
example, A\T for different possible values of t). 

Thus, if I Ailz I ::?> I A!lz I, we have in this limit
ing case 

2a(:n:-p __, pl(OJ(-:n:O) = a(:n:-p -• pl(oKon-), 

2a(l(-p --> Al(+l(-n°) = a(l(-p __, Al(+l(0:n:-), 

2a(l(·p --> '2,-l(+K0rt0) = a(l(-p --> J>K'K-n-·), 

2a(l(-p .__, -:f.+l(0!(-n°) = a(l(-p ___, L,+R_0!(0rt-). (14) 

In the opposite case, for IA~lz 1::?> IAilz I, we have 

18a (n-p _, pK°K0n-) = 2cr (n-p _, pl(+J(-n·) 

= 9a (n-p .__, pK"K·:r0 ), 

2cr (1(-p _, L,+J(DJ(O;n;-) ~a (1(-p _, "12+1(0](-rto), 

2cr w-/) -->A!(+ !(On-) CCC (J (K-p --· i\1(+1(-rrY), 

18a (1(-p--> "12-!(+1(-rr.') == 2cr (1(-p ·-• "12-l(oi{o:;r+) 

= 9a (1(-p __, :5:.-l(+K'':t0). (15) 

If I B[T I >> I BJ"T I, I Bz7 T I, then for a resonant 
state of the Krrrr (or Rrrrr) system with isospin 
T = 3/2, we have 

2u(l(+p -• pl(0n°n+) ~ a(l(+p:-• pl(+n+-;c), 

2a(:rcp -· Al(+rt0rt-) ~= a(n-p -. !\!(0,"t-rr.+), 

2a(:rr.-p ~. "12°K':n:0n-) "'" a(:rcp -• 2: 0!(0n-n'), 

2cr (n-p __, L.-!(0rt0rt+) =cc a (n-p ..... 2;-l(+n-n•), 

2cr (1(-p --> pK0rt0n-) =a (K-p __, pl(-n+n-), 

2cr (pp __, l(+i(0:n:0n-) ~= 2cr (pp --> !(0!(-n°n+) 

=a (pp -.1(+1(-:rc:t+). (16) 

In the case of a resonance interaction with T 

= 1/2 

2a (J(+p -• pl(+n-n+) =a (!(+p --> pf(0rt0n+), 
2a (n-p __, i\!(0n-n+) =a (n·p __, i\.l(+n°n-), 

2a (n-p __, "12°!(0n-n+) =a (:rep__, "L. 0l(+n°n-), 
2cr (n-p ____, "12-l(+n-n+) =a (n-p ____, "12-!(0n°n+), 

2a (K-p __, ol(-n-n+) =a (K-jJ __, pi(0nnn-), 

2a (pp ____, !(+ 1(-n-n+) =a (pp .... !(+ R0rt0n-), 

2o (pp -> !(°K0rt-rt+) = o (pp -+ 1(0 l(-n°n+). (17) 
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In conclusion, we quote the relations which 
emerge for the case of a KKK resonance with 
isospin T = 3/2: 

2cr (K-p __. pK+K-K-) 

= cr (K-p __. pK0K!'K-) = cr (K-p __. nf(+i(oK-). (18) 

In conclusion I express deep gratitude to Yu. P. 
Elagin and B. A. Filippov for their interest in the 
work and discussion of the results here derived. 
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